Biochemistry. In the article “Oxidative damage during aging targets mitochondrial aconitase” by Liang-Jun Yan, Rodney L. Levine, and Rajindar S. Sohal, which appeared in number 21, October 14, 1997, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (94, 11168–11172), the authors request that the following correction be noted. On page 11169, in the paragraph on enzyme activity assay, line 8, “isocitrate” should be “citrate.” The next sentence on method 2 should read: “Method 2 is based on the formation of both citrate and isocitrate from cis-aconitate . . . .” This same change applies to the description of the enzyme activity assay in the legend of Fig. 2 A.

Cell Biology. In the article “The α chain of laminin-1 is independently secreted and drives secretion of its β- and γ-chain partners” by Peter D. Yurchenco, Yong Quan, Holly Colognato, Todd Mathus, David Harrison, Yoshihiko Yamada, and Julian J. O’Rear, which appeared in number 19, September 16, 1997, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (94, 10189–10194), the following corrections should be noted. (i) In Fig. 2 a and c, on the left side of the immunoblots, migration position “α/γ” should read “β/γ.” (ii) In Fig. 2a, eighth lane, the lower label (medium fraction, anti-E8-βγ) should read “α → β*” (i.e., transient transfection of a β stable clone with α cDNA).

Cell Biology. The title of the article “Smad8 mediates the signaling of the receptor serine kinase” by Yan Chen, Anil Bhushan, and Wylie Vale, which appeared in number 24, November 25, 1997, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (94, 12938–12943), appeared incorrectly due to a printer’s error. The correct title is “Smad8 mediates the signaling of the ALK-2 receptor serine kinase.”

Developmental Biology. In the article “Proximo–distal specification in the wing disc of Drosophila by the nubbin gene” by Francisco J. Cifuentes and Antonio García-Bellido, which appeared in number 21, October 14, 1997, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (94, 11405–11410), the authors request that the following corrections to Fig. 6 be noted. A higher-contrast figure and its legend appear below.

Evolution. In the article “Accurate reconstruction of a known HIV-1 transmission history by phylogenetic tree analysis” by Thomas Leitner, David Escanilla, Christer Franzen, Mathias Uhlén, and Jan Albert, which appeared in number 20, October 1, 1996, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (93, 10864–10869), the authors request that the following correction be noted. When the epidemiological data for this investigation were collected, the study subjects were assigned codes to protect their identity. Unfortunately, one individual was not assigned the correct code, thus p11 should be p10. The phylogeny that describes the known transmission history has been corrected and should read ((((p8.822, p8.159),(p10.113, p10.9939)), p9.256), (p7.6760,((p5.317, p6.6767),(p2.135,(p3.529, p3.105)), (p1.719, p1.136))))). The GenBank sequence files (U68496–U68521) also have been updated with the corrected labels and the correct topology. Furthermore, all results presented in the paper have been reevaluated and were found to be virtually identical to the published results. Thus, the published findings and conclusions remain unchanged. A detailed account for the reanalyses can be obtained from the authors. Dr. Leitner can be reached at his current address: Theoretical Biology and Biophysics, Group T-10, Mail Stop K710, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545. e-mail: tkl@t10.lanl.gov.
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ABSTRACT Mutations in the nubbin (nub) gene have a phenotype consisting of a severe wing size reduction and pattern alterations, such as transformations of distal elements into proximal ones. nub expression is restricted to the wing pouch cells in wing discs since early larval development. These effects are also observed in genetic mosaics where cell proliferation is reduced in all wing blade regions autonomously, and transformation into proximal elements is observed in distal clones. Clones located in the proximal region of the wing blade cause in addition nonautonomous reduction of the whole wing. Cell lineage experiments in a nub mutant background show that clones respect neither the anterior–posterior nor the dorsal–ventral boundary but that the selector genes have been correctly expressed since early larval development. The phenotypes of nub el and nub dpp genetic combinations are synergistic and the overexpression of dpp in clones in nub wings does not result in overproliferation of the surrounding wild-type cells. We discuss the role of nub in the wing’s proximo–distal axis and in the formation of compartment boundaries.

In Drosophila melanogaster, the imaginal discs, which will give rise to adult structures, are subdivided into compartments (1). Since the beginning of embryogenesis, a segregation of anterior (A) and posterior (P) cells takes place and in the larval period a dorsal–ventral (D–V) restriction boundary is created in wing and haltere discs. As a consequence, cells from the A compartment do not intermix with cells of the P compartment from the blastoderm stage onward and cells in the D compartment do not cross over to the V compartment after the second larval stage. Moreover, the selector genes (those conferring compartment identity) (2) for these compartments are known. Expression of engrailed (en) is the definitive feature of P cells (3–7) and expression of apterous (ap) is characteristic of D cells (8). The A cells are the non-en-expressing cells, and the V cells are the cells that do not express ap. The regions of contact between D and V cells, and between A and P cells, the boundaries, are of special interest. The confrontation of cells from two different compartments leads to the expression of new genes in the boundaries, some of which are directly involved in cell proliferation (7, 9–13). In addition to A–P and D–V axes, there is another axis, the proximal–distal axis in adult appendages. The growth and patterning along this axis play an important role in the final shape and size of the organ. Some genes have been proposed to be crucial for the proximal–distal axis establishment in the legs, such as Distalless (Dll) (14, 15). Among the mutations affecting the growth and patterning of the proximal–distal axis of the wing we have chosen to study nubbin (nub), a gene encoding a putative transcription factor with a POU domain named pdm-1 (16). pdm-1 is expressed in a dynamic segmental pattern during embryonic development and is also expressed in the peripheral and central nervous systems (17–19). In this paper we demonstrate that the nub gene is important for correct proximal–distal specification of the growing wing imaginal disc. Moreover, we present evidence that incorrect specification of this axis due to mutations in nub leads to failures in growth along both the D–V and A–P axes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fly Stocks. All the mutants used in this study are as described (20). We have used two adult viable alleles, nub1 and nub2, a deficiency with a dominant nub phenotype Df(2L)Pr1 and a lethal deficiency Df(2L)pr1.D.7.

Clonal Analysis. Mitotic recombination was induced by x-rays (dose = 1,000 R; 300 R/min, 100 kV, 15 mA, 2-mm aluminum filter; 1 R = 0.258 mC/kg). Clonal analysis was carried out for nub1, nub2, and Df(2L)Pr1. Three different types of clonal analysis were done, M+ clones, twin analysis, and cell lineage. For M+ mosaics, a carrying a Minute mutation M[2L]24F and a f+ duplication located at 30B was used. nub/M[2L]24F f+; Mwh1/+: larvae were irradiated at different ages, and adult wings were scored to find nub– cells marked with f. For twin analysis nub/f+;Mwh1/+: larvae were irradiated at 60 h after egg laying (AEL). We have also carried out a cell lineage study of M+ clones in nub1; nub2; nub/f+;Mwh1/+: larvae were irradiated at different ages.

Imaginal Disc Staining. In situ hybridizations, acridine orange, biotinilated antibody, and fluorescent antibody stainings were performed as described (21–24), respectively.

RESULTS

nub Phenotypes. We have used two hypomorphic alleles, nub1 and nub2, nub1 being more extreme than nub2 (Fig. 1). Mutant wings are smaller and shorter than normal and are abnormally folded and bent. This wing size reduction is due to a reduction in the number of wing cells as demonstrated by normal trichome density. The bristles of the triple row are incorrectly differentiated, and dorsal and ventral elements are not easily distinguishable. In some cases bracteated bristles, normally located in the proximal costa, can be seen in distal positions, indicating a failure in proximo–distal specification. In nub2 the longitudinal vein L4 is absent and in nub1 both
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Posterior longitudinal veins, L4 and L5, are missing. The crossveins are absent in both alleles. Notum and axillary patterns however are unaffected (Fig. 1A and E). The haltere is smaller than wild type. The legs are not affected in nub alleles but in nub may appear shortened and gnarled. These phenotypes are severely increased in a Minute background. The dominant haplosufficient phenotype of D(2L)Pr1 consists of a slight reduction in wing blade size and a lack of the vein L5.

Cell Death. To study cell mortality in nub mutants, wing discs were stained with acridine orange at different stages of larval development. In second larval instar discs, we have not detected cell death. In third larval instar mutant wings, we see conspicuous cell mortality mainly in the axillary region surrounding the wing pouch but not in the rest of the wing disc in a higher degree than in wild-type discs (Fig. 2A).

Pdm-1 Expression. The pattern of protein expression was monitored with antibodies against Pdm-1. We are first able to detect the protein in around 60-h-old wing discs with between 150 and 200 cells. The protein is present in a subset of 30–40 cells in a region that probably gives rise to the adult wing blade (Fig. 2B and C and ref. 25). In third larval stage wing imaginal discs, Pdm-1 protein is accumulated in the wing blade (Fig. 2D). These results are in accordance with pdm-1 RNA expression pattern (16). To characterize the wing-specific expression pattern of pdm-1 in greater detail, Pdm-1–Teashirt double antibody stainings were carried out. The Teashirt gene codes for a protein that is present in the notum and in the proximal region of the hinge (ref. 25 and data not shown). In double staining with antibodies against Pdm-1 and Teashirt, no cell shows coexpression of Teashirt and Pdm-1 and a group of cells that express neither protein separates the Pdm-1 and Teashirt domains (Fig. 2D and E). This indicates that Pdm-1 is present only in the wing blade and not in the hinge, in accordance with nub mutant phenotypes. At the end of larval development the anti-Pdm-1 staining is stronger in the putative wing vein precursor cells (data not shown). During pupal development intervein staining decreases and in 24 h after puparium formation, old pupal wings Pdm-1 protein is observed only in stripes (6–8 cells wide) corresponding to the veins and in the basal trunks of the veins (J. Felix de Celis, personal communication). In nub mutant discs, we have detected Pdm-1 protein in a few wing pouch cells, indicating that the nub alleles used are not protein nulls. The wing pouch cells that do not express Pdm-1 are not expressing Teashirt, excluding the possibility of their transformation into notum cells (Fig. 2F). In wild-type haltere discs, Pdm-1 is localized in the prospective capitelium region that shows very few Pdm-1-expressing cells in nub mutant discs. In wild-type leg discs, Pdm-1 is localized in rings, the most proximal corresponding to the coxa and the most distal corresponding to the basitarus. In the antennal disc, we have detected the protein in the arista and in a ring corresponding to the second antennal segment. Pdm-1 protein pattern is unaffected in these discs in nub mutants (data not shown).

Cell Lineage. The cell proliferation pattern of nub mutant discs was studied in clones of multiple wing hair (mwh). We have in addition generated M+ clones to detect gross abnormal parameters of cell proliferation in the wing disc and to study the clonal restriction borders in mutant wings. M+ cells have an advantage in cell proliferation with respect to M+/ cells of the rest of the wing (26). mwh clones were initiated at 60 h AEL and mwh M+ clones were initiated at different developmental times. These developmental times had to be corrected to correspond with normal development because nub larvae are delayed at hatching between 24 and 36 h compared with controls. Thus, as controls for the 60-h AEL clones in nub flies, we used clones initiated at 36 h AEL in wild-type wings. The parameters of these cell lineage experiments are summarized in Table 1. The frequency of clones in nub flies is lower and their size is smaller than in controls, indicating that at the time of the irradiation, there were fewer cells in a nub wing anlage and that nub cells grow less than in wild type (Table 1, experiments 1 and 2). The veins of the nub wings do not act as restriction borders as in wild-type wings (27). The M+ clones

![Fig. 1. nub phenotypes. (A) Axillary region of a wild-type wing (B). (C) nub1 mutant wing. (D) nub2 mutant wing. (E) Axillary region of a nub1 mutant wing. (F) Comparison of wild-type and nub (the smaller of the two mutant wings is nub1 and the other is nub2) mutant wing patterns; L2-L5 are the longitudinal veins. HP, humeral plate; Tg, tegula; Costa p, m, and d, Costa proximal, medial, and distal, respectively; TR, triple row; Ar, Arc; Al, Alula. The various symbols facilitate the comparison of wild-type and mutant patterns.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Cell death and Pdm-1 expression. (A) Acridine orange staining showing the cell death pattern in a mature nub1 mutant wing disc. (B) Early second larval instar wild-type wing disc with no Pdm1 staining. (C) Anti-Pdm1 staining in 60-h-old second larval instar wild-type wing disc. (D–F) Confocal micrographs of wing imaginal discs doubly stained for Pdm-1 (green) and Teashirt (red). (D) Wild-type third larval instar wing imaginal disc showing the Pdm-1 staining restricted to the wing pouch. (E) Orthogonal section of the same wing disc that confirms the absence of coexpression of Pdm-1 and Teashirt. (F) Pdm-1 expression in nub2 mutant wing imaginal disc. No transformation to Teashirt expressing cells is observed in the wing pouch cells that do not express Pdm-1.](image2)
were classified as belonging to one of two major groups, depending on their size and restriction features, one group of early-induced clones (60–108 h AEL; Table 1, experiment 4) and the other of clones initiated after 120 h AEL (Table 1, experiment 5). The frequency of clones in both groups is lower than normal. They are larger in the A–P axis than in the proximal–distal axis, in contrast with the shape of the clones in a wild-type background, which are elongated along the proximal–distal axis (Fig. 3A and B). The most surprising phenotype of the early induced clones is that they cross both the A–P and the D–V boundaries (Fig. 3A and B). Some clones cover nearly the whole wing blade including pattern elements from both A and P compartments. However, the cell lineage carried out in Df(2L)Prl/+; mutant showed normal parameters of growth and clonal restrictions (Table 1, experiment 6). As seen in Table 1, we failed to observe clones crossing compartment boundaries in no-Minute flies.

**Morphogenetic Mosaics.** Clones of nub cells were given the growth advantage of being associated with M⁺ in a nub M⁺/nub M phenotype wild-type background. The parameters of this experiment are presented in Table 2 (experiments 1–3). nub mutant clones can appear anywhere in the wing blade. The phenotypes of nub M mosaics are more extreme but otherwise similar to those of nub M. The frequency of nub M clones is slightly reduced compared with controls, as is clone size, mainly for clones in the proximal region of the wing blade. The size of mutant cells is normal as indicated by the normal trichome density. The mutant clones differentiate ectopic bristles and campaniform sensilla, preferentially along L2 and L3. Clones including the veins differentiate in some cases veins thicker than those normally found in these positions, resembling the basal trunks of veins (Fig. 3D). Ventral clones covering the posterior crossvein fail to differentiate it. Some clones in intervein regions differentiate trichome densities and morphologies characteristic of those of more proximal axillary regions (may appear to correspond to the same level in the A–P axis; Fig. 3E and F). Clones covering the triple row cause bracteated bristle differentiation (Fig. 3G). All of these pattern transformations can be understood as corresponding to shifts in cell differentiation of distal or medio–distal pattern elements to more proximal ones along the same A–P level of the wing. Proximal clones cause, in addition, nonautonomous effects on neighboring nonmutant cells causing a strong reduction in wing size. This size reduction affects not only the compartment that includes the mutant clone but also the opposite compartment (Fig. 3C and D). We do not detect any folds in the surface of the wing opposite to the mutant clone surface, indicating that nonautonomous effects affect growth in both wing surfaces. This nonautonomous size reduction is independent of the size of the clone; in some cases the clone is formed by few cells.

**Twin Clones.** We have done a twin-clone analysis to study the developmental parameters of nub mutant cells. The results (Table 2, experiments 4 and 5) show that nub cells proliferate less (by approximately 50%) than normal cells (Fig. 3H). Mutant cells do not have any preferential orientation in the proximal–distal axis with respect to the normal cells of the twin clone. We have detected normal clones without twin
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mutant clones (around 50%) anywhere on the wing disc. This effect is wing-specific because the frequency of normal clones without the mutant twin in tergites is comparable to controls (20% in nub twin experiment and 22% in controls), and the size of mutant clones is as in controls. The nub mutant differentiation phenotypes in veins, bristles and sensilla, and nonautonomous wing size reduction as a consequence of proximal mosaics were similar to phenotypes observed in nub clones induced in a M heterozygous mutant background.

Genetic Interactions. If a morphogenetic process is genetically perturbed in more than one step, a synergistic phenotype frequently results that is more extreme than the sum of the phenotypes of the individual mutants. We therefore have analyzed genetic combinations of nub and other mutations affecting genes with known morphogenetic functions. We have examined genetic combinations of nub and mutations in genes involved in cell communication (N, Dl, Ser) (28), in cell proliferation (top, ve, vn) (28), selector genes (en and ap) (28), and genes related to them (dpp, ptc, Cos, hh, Mrt, c28) (28), in proximal–distal axis establishment (Dll, al) (14, 15, 29), in wing-specific development (vg) (30), and in wing shape (el, mw, cnp, sbl, wx, ll). All the phenotypes of the genetic combinations are additive (data not shown), with the exception of en, el, and dpp. The nub en double mutants are late embryonic lethals with cuticle phenotypes similar to those of pair-rule mutants (data not shown). This genetic interaction between en and nub could be related to nub function in embryos, a possibility that was not pursued further in this study. Although the phenotype of the dpp12/dpp8 heteroallellic combination by itself is a reduction in wing size and the absence of stretches of veins and the phenotype of el is a slight reduction in wing size and alteration of pattern of posterior veins, in the case of the wings of double mutant flies (nub el and dpp nub), only a few cells of the wing pouch are present but the hinge region remains unaffected (Fig. 4). We have studied clones of nub–el double mutant cells (Table 2, experiments 6–11). Although clonal analysis of el showed a slight reduction in clone size, the viability and size of the double mutant clones are severely reduced in both M+ and twin analysis with respect to the nub clones. Moreover el M+ clones show a severe transformation of distal structures of the wing into more proximal ones (data not shown). The combination of nub and a disk lethal allele of dpp in clones (Table 2, experiment 12) reveals very similar features to those of nub clones. To study further the genetic interaction between nub and dpp, we induced dpp ectopic expression clones in a nub mutant background. Clones of dpp-expressing cells (n = 21) cause some overgrowth but exclusively of dpp-expressing cells (Fig. 3 I), in contrast to dpp ectopic expression clones in wild-type wings that causes overproliferation of the surrounding wild-type tissue in response to the ectopic expression in clones (7).

Expression Patterns. The absence of compartmentalization in adult nub mutant wings, observed in cell lineage M+ experiments, could be due to the misexpression of selector genes, and as a consequence, the expression of genes associated with the compartment boundaries, such as dpp, could be affected. We have monitored the expression of en and dpp from the beginning of the second larval instar to the end of larval development in nub mutant discs, and we have not found any difference from wild-type wings (Fig. 5 A, B, E, and H and data not shown). We have also studied wg (31) expression in nub mutant wings from early larval stages. The early expression pattern is normal and abnormalities of the expression pattern observed in third larval instar wing discs are due to the abnormal morphology of nub mutant wing discs (Fig. 5 C, D, and F). The expression patterns of ap (8) and vg (32) in mature nub mutant wing discs are normal (Fig. 5 G and data not shown). Thus, the failures in compartmentalization cannot be attributed to misexpression of any of the studied genes.

DISCUSSION

The Pdm-1 protein has been proposed to be the putative protein encoded by the nub gene (16). The protein appears in the presumptive wing region of the wing disc from early second
instar (150 cells) until pupation. Pdm-1 accumulates in the wing pouch region in third larval instar wing discs and is restricted to vein cells later and in pupae. The hinge region has no Pdm-1 protein, consistent with the absence of any alteration in this region in nub mutant flies. This region is associated with a late proximal–distal compartmentalization (1).

The phenotype of the nub wing is a reduction in wing cell number and alterations of wing patterns with a general proximalization of their elements. The cell lineage of wing discs has shown that nub wings have fewer cells since the beginning of the larval development, in agreement with the idea that nub functions from the early disc proliferation period.

We suggest that the decrease in wing cell number observed in nub mutant wings is due to a lower number of cell divisions caused by the absence of Pdm-1 protein during the entire proliferation period and not to cell death because we observed that cell death is restricted to the axillary wing region and only in third larval instar discs as in controls. The twin clone experiments confirm this idea as the mutant clones are around 50% smaller than control clones or fail to grow in 50% of the recombination events. Mutant cells fail to grow in all wing regions but not in other fly structures, such as tergites, indicating that the nub gene is specifically required in all wing blade cells. In morphogenetic mosaics, the cells of mutant nub clones show D–P transformations. Moreover, mutant clones localized in the proximal region of the wing blade reduce growth of the whole wing irrespective of clone size, both in the surface containing the mutant cells and in the opposite wing surface, in both A and P compartments and in all wing axes.

We interpret nub reduced growth as the consequence of mutant cells having proximalized “positional values.” These positional values are scalar values corresponding to relative positions along the A–P, D–V, and proximal–distal axes, with an increasing maximum in compartment boundaries and at a minimum farthest away from these boundaries. The Entelechia model (28) proposes that proliferation results from the increase of values in the boundaries and from the intercalation of intermediate values between cells by cell division. Growth continues until the border values are maximal and the differences in the positional values between adjacent cells become minimal when the primordium reaches its species-specific size. The positional values reflect the amount of gene activity of so-called “martial” genes. We suggest that the nub gene could be a martial gene, controlling the generation of positional values in the proximal–distal axis. In morphogenetic mosaics, the wild-type cells surrounding the nub mutant clone would receive signals from the mutant cells that are lower than normal for their position, as well as signals from their wild-type neighbors. The consequent intercalary growth results in a compromise between the positional values received, a process called “accommodation” (33) that affects the whole wing. Because, in the model, the positional value of a given cell results from the integration of all the scalar signals received from all its neighbors, the reduction in the positional value in the proximal–distal axis caused by nub mutation would affect the positional values of all cells and, hence, the proliferative behavior along all of the wing axes. Thus nub mosaics cause accommodation through both A–P and D–V compartment boundaries.

Fig. 5. Expression patterns. (A and B) dpp expression pattern in third larval instar wild-type (A) and nub (B) wing disc. (C and D) wg expression pattern in mid second larval instar wild-type (C) and nub mutant (D) wing disc. (E) dpp expression pattern in third larval instar nub mutant wing disc. (F) wg expression pattern in third larval instar nub mutant wing disc. (A–F) stainings were performed by using digoxigenine-labeled DNA probes. (G) ap expression pattern in nub mutant mature wing disc [anti-β-galactosidase staining using the ap°50088 stock, which expresses lacZ in the same pattern as the ap RNA (S)]. (H) Anti-En antibody staining in third larval instar nub mutant wing disc.

Fig. 6. Proximal–distal axis positional values and formation of compartment borders. In wild-type wings, the positional values along the proximal–distal axis (vertical bars) are correctly established by normal cells and the clones are elongated along the proximal–distal axis. Compartment boundaries (restriction boundaries = RB) in wild-type wings are the consequence of the high positional values reached by the cells in characteristic regions associated with the confrontation of cells expressing different selector genes (represented as squares with differential shading). The clones (horizontal arrows) never cross these compartment boundaries. In nub wings the proximal–distal positional values are not correctly established and nub cells are unable to reach the highest distal values, provoking the growth of the clones perpendicular to the A–P boundary. Clones in nub wings cross the compartment boundaries as a consequence of the inability of nub cells to meet the high positional values required for clonal restrictions.
boundaries and, hence, growth of opposite compartments. This explanation is borne out by several observations. The shape of the $M^+$ clones in nub wings perpendicular to the proximal–distal axis indicates failures in the generation of highest positional values along this axis (Fig. 6) resulting in an expansion in growth in the A–P axis. The surprising result that $M^+$ clones induced in a nub mutant background respect neither the A–P nor the D–V compartment border could in principle be due to misexpression of selector genes and subsequent failures in compartmentalization. We have shown, however, that the selector genes are correctly expressed as are other genes relevant in disc growth and patterning. Thus, the clonal transgression of the compartment boundaries suggests that the lineage segregation could be a process genetically independent of selector gene expression maintenance. We propose that, in addition to the proximalization of nub mutant cells, these cells are prevented from acquiring high positional values characteristic of compartment boundaries, which in the model are maximal and responsible for the clonal restriction (Fig. 6). Thus, clonal restriction would be associated with scalar values and not only with the confrontation of territories expressing different selector genes. In nub mutant wings, with their phenotype enhanced by a $M$ background, the positional values along the boundary of confrontation of cells expressing different selector genes would not be high enough to constitute a clonal restriction. The cells crossing from one compartment to another have to go through respecification of selector genes. This respecification could be carried out by cell–cell communication, in a process similar to that observed in the “apogeneric” mosaics in haltere mutants for hypomorphic bx alleles (34), where cells with haltere histotype (and Ubx protein expression) and cells with wing histotype (Ubx absence) can belong to the same clone. Morphogenetic mosaics of nub mutant cells in phenotypically normal surrounding tissue do not respect the clonal restriction because in this situation, the normal cells surrounding the mutant clone reach the high positional values necessary to behave as a compartment border.

The phenotypes observed in nub el double mutant flies and clones indicate a genetic interaction between these two genes. The transformations of distal regions into more proximal ones in nub el mutant clones are very strong and occur at a high frequency, suggesting that el could be acting with nub in the specification of values along the proximal–distal axis. nub dpp double mutant flies also have a synergistic phenotype. We have found that ectopic clonal dpp expression in nub wings does not give rise to overproliferation of the non-dpp-expressing cells as it does in a wild-type background (7). Thus, dpp could be one of the genes involved in generating the highest positional values of the A–P compartment boundary, as signals for proliferation through intercalation of intermediate values away from the border; dpp-expressing cells, however, could not reach maximal values in a nub mutant background or nub cells cannot respond to it and proliferation would consequently not follow.
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